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The sample size was chosen based on the studied effect size, incidence in the studied disease models, and our overall (extensive) experience
with animal models. For enough statistical power, disease model experiments usually required 10 mice/group, whereas more controlled in
vitro experiments usually required 5 mice/group.

No data points were excluded from the presented data

Experiments were repeated either exactly, in a similar setup, or using alternative methods that give the same or similar information, for
example evaluation of cytokine production by ELISA and flow cytometry in independent experiments; or evaluation of disease phenotypes
using pathomechanistically similar disease models such as are CIA and EAE. Additionally, we exclusievly use biological replicates throughout
the study.

Mice of different genotypes were kept in mixed cages to avoid cage effects. Samples were also allocated randomly in culture plates to avoid
plate effects.

Animal disease model experiments such as CIA or EAE were scored in a blinded manner.

Antibodies are listed in the Materials and Methods section

All antibodies are commonly used in scientific publications and/or have been validated by the manufacturer

MCF-7 were originally obtained from ATCC

Cell lines were not authenticated

Cell lines were not tested for mycoplasma
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